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Loyal readers since 1996

WELCOME
Dr. John Shears
Chairman of FoSPRI
Dear Friends,
I hope you are all well and had a wonderful Christmas and New Year.
2020 will be a very special year for the Friends. We will be celebrating
the centenary of SPRI with a series of special events and activities, and
continue fundraising to create a permanent endowment for a research
studentship at the Institute. It will be an exciting and busy year!
First on the calendar is the Ross Sea Centenary Voyage to Antarctica
taking place between 16 February to 18 March. The Friends decided
that we would organise a special voyage to the Ross Sea to celebrate
the SPRI Centenary because of the very special connection between
SPRI and Ross Island. It was while climbing Mount Erebus on Ross
Island in November 1912, as part of Scott’s Terra Nova expedition, that
Frank Debenham !rst came up with the idea of SPRI. He was later to
become the founder and !rst Director of the Institute in 1920. I am
delighted to tell you a team of 25 Friends will be going on the
Centenary Voyage, which will be led by the Institute’s Director Professor Julian Dowdeswell. We will be sailing on the icestrengthened vessel M/V Ortelius operated by Oceanwide Expeditions.
An epic adventure awaits us!
On 8 January, nearly all the Ross Sea Voyagers met at SPRI, along with
senior representatives from Steppes Travel and Oceanwide
Expeditions, for a pre-departure visit to the Polar Museum and
Archives. During the visit, Steppes Travel took the opportunity to
present me with a cheque for the amazing sum of £46,175 for our
Centenary campaign. Many thanks to all the Voyagers, and Steppes
Travel, for their fantastic contributions towards this donation. What a
wonderful start to 2020!
The next Centenary event being organised by the Friends will be the
naming of the Great Western Railways train engine “Robert Falcon
Scott” at London Paddington station on 21 April. After the naming
ceremony, we will be taking the train to Plymouth and hope to visit the
Scott Memorial at Mount Wise in Devonport. If you missed the recent
email regarding this event, don't worry - please read on for further
details on how you can book your tickets.
In this edition of Polar E-Bytes you will !nd a list of Centenary events
and activities planned throughout 2020, which will culminate with a
Gala Evening of celebrations at Downing College, Cambridge on 28
November. I hope you will be able to join us at as many of these
events as possible.
Finally, one of the ways the Friends plan to raise further funds during
2020 will be through the sale of !rst day stamp covers produced by
the Government of the British Antarctic Territory and the Government
of South Georgia to mark the SPRI Centenary. Currently, we are
waiting for the covers to arrive from the Falkland Islands Post O"ce,
but will tell how you can buy them as a special Centenary souvenir in
the next edition of Polar Bytes.

Best wishes,
John

The Ross Sea Voyagers enjoyed a pre-departure tour of SPRI.
Left: Julian Dowdeswell reading from Shackleton's Diaries Right: Dinner at Jesus College

Above: Jarrod Kyte of Steppes Travel presenting a cheque for £46,175 to the Friends Chairman,
John Shears with Michel van Gessel, CEO of Oceanwide Expeditions 2nd from left and Julian
Dowdeswell 4th from right.

Friends of SPRI
Fundraising
"The polar regions are barometers for the world.
They provide extraordinary insight into how the
planet and humankind react to pressures of
global climate change and international politics the Arctic is the most sensitive place on Earth for
revealing changes to our global environment. The
Poles are also the backdrop to some of history’s
most impressive examples of human ingenuity
and survival in extreme conditions."

Our Friends of SPRI 'Fundraising Barometer' is
based on the original barometer held at SPRI,
which was purportedly used to measure the
height of Mount Erebus by Sir Tannatt William
Edgeworth David on the British Antarctic
'Nimrod' Expedition of 1907-09. It is a symbol
from the past that reminds us of the gumption,
grit and scienti!c merit of the men who
undertook these expeditions and a nod to the
future, where the role of the Institute
in researching the polar regions is more
important than ever. As the year progresses
The Friends hope to !nally reach our goal of
£250,000, which will be used to !nance a
studentship at the Institute.

There is already much interest in the centenary
from
the
wider
public.
Read
the
BBC's recent article - Centenary of 'vital'
Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge by clicking on this link:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-englandcambridgeshire-50661606

NEWS FROM THE INSTITUTE
Prof. Julian Dowdeswell
Director of SPRI
By the time this issue of Polar E-Bytes comes out I shall be in
Antarctica, taking part in the Friends of SPRI Centenary Voyage to the
Ross Sea. The history of this area is second to none in terms of the
‘Heroic Age’ of Antarctic exploration. Captain Scott’s hut at Cape Evans
is one of the most impressive and atmospheric places I have ever
visited and I am very much looking forward to going there again. On
the other hand, I have never been to Cape Adare, to Shackleton’s hut
at Cape Royds, or to see the geology of the Dry Valleys across
McMurdo Sound from the historic huts. All this will come after what is
likely to be a rough passage across the Southern Ocean from Blu# at
the southern tip of New Zealand’s South Island. Before boarding the
Ortelius, I will have a few days in Canterbury University in Christchurch
working with colleagues on the sea-ice observations we made during
last year’s Weddell Sea Expedition.

Above: Captain Scott’s hut and meteorological station at Cape Evans in McMurdo Sound, built
for the Terra Nova expedition.

CENTENARY TRAIN JOURNEY

To mark the Centenary of the Scott Polar Research Institute and to celebrate the naming of
the ‘Robert Falcon Scott’ train, GWR will be holding a special ceremony at Paddington Station on 21
April 2020. Guests with tickets will then board the train for the 10.04 service to Plymouth, where
plans are afoot for a Friends excursion to visit the Scott Memorial at Devonport.
The ceremony at Paddington will commence at 09.25 (please arrive by 09.15) when Sir Ranulph
Fiennes and key speakers from SPRI and GWR will say a few words, followed by the o"cial unveiling
of the SPRI Centenary Logo on the train by Scott's three grandchildren, Da!la and Falcon Scott and
Nicola Starks.
You are welcome to attend only the ceremony, but if you wish to book return tickets for the train
journey and missed our recent email with booking instructions, there is still time. Please use the link
below to bene!t from the Friends special GWR 'conference rate'. Click on Plymouth, then choose
London Paddington to Plymouth 'Conf' and the date, 21 April and select the 10.04 service. A
Standard Class return ticket costs £60.70 and a First Class return is £112.10. We hope to see you
there!

Book Your Train Tickets

NEWS FROM THE COLLECTIONS
Naomi Boneham
SPRI Archives
Migrating the Polar Library’s catalogue to the University
of Cambridge’s iDiscover
The Polar Library collects monographs and other research resources
in many di#erent formats and in many di#erent languages, including
Inuktitut, Russian and Sámi languages. Until recently, these resources
could only be found by searching the catalogue from within the
Institute. In October 2019 a challenging project to migrate the entire
database of 200,000 catalogue records to the University of
Cambridge’s Library Management System was completed successfully.
Now, with a single search of iDiscover you can !nd books in the Polar
Library or in any, or all of, the University of Cambridge libraries. And
you can do this from anywhere in the world where there’s an internet
connection. As anticipated, our Library is getting busier!
Discover the iDiscover Website at: https://idiscover.lib.cam.ac.uk

By Endurance We Conquer - The Shackleton Project
By Peter Lund, SPRI Librarian
The Scott Polar Research Institute recently completed By Endurance We Conquer : The
Shackleton Project. This !ve-year project aimed to unite the Scott Polar Research Institute's
Archive, Library, Museum and Picture Library in a targeted purchasing strategy designed to
develop its collection of material relating to Sir Ernest Shackleton. Acquisitions made through
the project are now displayed in the Scott Polar Research Institute’s Polar Museum and Polar
Library. The project examined in detail the heritage aspects of the British National Antarctic
Expedition 1901-04 (Discovery) of which Shackleton was a member and the three expeditions
which Shackleton led to the Antarctic: the British Antarctic (Nimrod) Expedition (1907-09), The
Imperial Trans-Antarctic (Endurance) Expedition (1914-17) and the Shackleton-Rowett (Quest)
Expedition (1921-22), during which Shackleton died. Sir Ernest Shackleton’s name is associated
with exemplary leadership, courage in the face of adversity and the refusal to give up. The
Shackleton project has strengthened the Polar Library, Archive, Picture Library and Museum
through knowledge-sharing and collaborative planning and dramatically enhanced public
engagement through new acquisitions and interpretation. The project was made possible
through an award from the National Lottery Heritage Fund.

FRIENDS OF SPRI VOYAGES
* IMPORTANT *

The Future of the Friends of SPRI Polar Voyages
Many of you have called and e-mailed the Friends o"ce over the past few weeks to ask what is
happening with the Friends of SPRI voyages planned for 2021 and 2022.
The Friends had been working with One Ocean Expeditions, and Steppes Travel, to organise voyages
to the North-West Passage in the Canadian Arctic in summer 2021, and then to Scotland, Faroe
Islands and Iceland in summer 2022. The voyages were announced in the last Polar Bytes newsletter
(Issue 093), and as a result, many people got in contact with Steppes Travel to ask for further
information.
Unfortunately, just after Polar Bytes was published and distributed, our plans came to an abrupt halt
with the shock announcement from One Ocean Expeditions on 29 October 2019 that the company
was restructuring because of !nancial di"culties. Since then the company has cancelled all of its
programmed voyages onboard its ship the RCGS Resolute and has now announced it is going into
administration.
Celene Pickard and I have been in close contact over the past few months with Steppes Travel to
discuss the developing situation with One Ocean Expeditions, and have also met with Professor
Julian Dowdeswell. As a result of these discussions, I am pleased to announce that the Friends have
decided to appoint Oceanwide Expeditions as our ship operator. The Friends already have a very
good working relationship with Oceanwide Expeditions as they are currently running our Ross Sea
Centenary Voyage, taking place between 16 February - 18 March 2020. We will continue to work with
Steppes Travel as our designated polar travel specialist.
Since the start of 2020, we have been talking to Oceanwide Expeditions about running future polar
voyages. We have agreed to run a Friends voyage with them to East Greenland between 31 August –
13 September 2021. The cost per person of a Twin Porthole cabin will be £7,550. Please see below
for details and look out for more information on this exciting Arctic voyage in future editions of Polar
Bytes.
John Shears, Chairman

SPITSBERGEN AND NORTHEAST GREENLAND
31st AUGUST - 13th SEPTEMBER 2021
This Spitsbergen and Northeast Greenland expedition cruise has been put together in
conjunction with The Friends of the Scott Polar Research Institute. There are very few polar
voyages available which o#er so much variety in terms of wildlife and landscapes, which is
what makes this particular trip so compelling.
Hosted by Julian and Evelyn Dowdeswell, and John Shears from SPRI
Travel in the wake of British Arctic explorers, Poole, Clavering and Scoresby
Take to the icy blue waters in zodiacs, exploring jagged coastlines and calm bays
Voyage aboard the comfortable, 108 passenger expedition vessel, Ortelius

Download a Brochure

A SPECIAL AWARD FOR SPRI'S EDUCATION &
OUTREACH ASSISTANT
Now in their fourth year, the Vice-Chancellor’s
Research Impact and Engagement Awards are
given to twelve students, academics and
professional members of sta# from the
University
of
Cambridge
across
four
categories:
collaboration,
early
career,
established
researcher
/
academic
champion and professional service.
In the professional services category, Naomi
Chapman from the Polar Museum Education
Team won her award for the work she did
developing textile maps to enable young and
partially sighted people to explore the Arctic
and Antarctic by touch. Working with local
artist
Jenny
Langly
Naomi
developed
"innovative maps of the Arctic and Antarctic
with which hundreds of young and partially
sighted people have enjoyed a touch tour of
polar research". Congratulations Naomi!
Above: Naomi receiving her award from Vice-Chancellor Stephen Toope

"This year’s nominations recognise impressive and inspirational
individuals, and strongly re!ect our mission to engage the public,
tackle real-world problems and improve people’s lives"
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, Professor Stephen Toope

Read more about this wonderful project at:
https://www.museums.cam.ac.uk/blog/2017/08/03/stitching-up-the-arctic/

A FOND FAREWELL

Above: Deirdre Hanna with Naomi Boneham at the Polar Museum

The Institute is lucky to have some wonderful volunteers who give up their time to help
out in the Museum, Archives, Picture Library and Library. In 2019 Deirdre Hanna
stepped back from her Monday afternoon slot in the Archive. We asked her to describe
her time at SPRI.
“Having a life-long love for snow and ice and living near Cambridge – it was not long before I found
my way to SPRI where I was told volunteers were needed. So in 2001-2002 I started working for the
late William Mills doing general catalogue work. After he died I had a very jolly period working for
Bob Headland where I had the great good fortune to catalogue the letters Shackleton wrote to his
wife. Were more men to write letters of such beauty and charm - to their wives - there'd surely be a
lot less divorces. When Bob retired I worked for Naomi Boneham, transcribing the Pitman's
shorthand of Raymond Priestley. This was of enthralling interest as the shorthand had changed
little over the years. What Priestley wrote in the early nineteen hundreds could be transcribed by me
over a hundred years later. It was challenging work, however, as some pages were illegible due to
smears of grease and soot which obliterated the all important dots and dashes! At times some very
human matters did surface. For instance one morning, Priestley had an argument with Campbell
over a jar of marmalade. It was then that I came across the outlines for 'hell' and 'damnation' which
I had not learned at college!
Thanks to the generosity of my partner Robert Jay, we were able to go to Greenland late in 2018,
where my life-long love of snow and ice became a reality. My huge thanks go to all the sta! at SPRI
who gave me an insight into and some basic knowledge of the polar regions I could not have gained
anywhere else”
Deirdre Hanna, January 2020

IN OTHER NEWS
The Friends are thrilled to welcome new
Committee member Brad Borkan, who has just
ful!lled a life-long dream of travelling to the
Antarctic. More to come from our new
volunteer in the following edition of Polar
Bytes. "SPRI does vital work on many fronts, so
it is a great honour to be joining the
Committee of the Friends of SPRI."
Right: Brad on his recent trip
Huge congratulations to our Arctic Artist in
Residence, Lesley Burr, whose painting
Moonlight Fox, was recently awarded two prizes
at the Royal Scottish Academy’s Annual
Exhibition in Edinburgh, including the RSA
Maud Gemmell Hutchison Bequest, a prize for
the best painting or drawing of animals, in
memory of George Hutchison. Find out more
about the exhibition here.
Left: Moonlight Fox, Oil on Board © Lesley Burr

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Summer Event

GWR Centenary Train
Journey - Paddington
to Plymouth

27th June 2020
SAVE THE DATE!
Enjoy an afternoon lecture with guest
speaker Tom Heap of BBC'S Country"le
At SPRI - details to follow

SPRI Book Fair

21st April 2020
Paddington Station
Ceremony begins at 9.25am (please
arrive by 9.15am)
Train departs 10.04am
See above for more details on how to
book using this link:

19th September 2020
WATCH THIS SPACE!
Buy and sell used polar books and
help raise money for the Friends
Centenary Campaign
At SPRI - details to follow

AGM & Joint Event
with The Friends and
The South Georgia
Association
7th November 2020
A fascinating and fun-packed day
is being planned for this year's
Centenary AGM
At SPRI - details to follow

https://www.gwr.com/planjourney/tickets-railcards-and-seasontickets/business-travel/conferences-andevents

Annual Polar Tribute
Lecture (APTL) - SPRI
and Polar
Environmental Change
14th October 2020
Chemistry Lecture Theatre
University of Cambridge
Don't miss this very special centenary
APTL brought to you by the Institute's
Director, Professor Julian Dowdeswell.
More details to come.

Walking on Thin Ice:
Co-operation in the
face of a changing
climate

Twilight at the
Museums

From 30th November 2019 onwards

Join us in the Twilight as we bring alive
historic pioneers of Antarctic discovery!

Experience the vision of twelve
teenagers selected from around the UK
to work directly with polar researchers.
'Walking on Thin Ice: Co-operation in the
face of a changing climate' is a cocurated exhibition about climate change
as they see it.
Drop in for free, Tuesday-Saturday,
10am-4pm, and Sunday 12-4pm.

Exhibition tea and
talk: Walking on
Thin Ice
Friday 13 March, 3pm – 3.45pm
Join us for a unique chance to hear from
our museum team about our latest
exhibition over a cup of tea! 'Walking on
Thin Ice: Co-operation in the face of a
changing climate' is a co-curated
exhibition about climate change from
views of twelve teenagers selected from
around the UK to work directly with our
polar researchers.

Wednesday 19th February 2020,
4.30pm - 7.30pm

Meet Frank Debenham, the founder of
the Scott Polar Research Institute, or
Lois Jones, who led the !rst all-woman
science team to Antarctica. Not to
mention Captain Robert Falcon Scott
himself and even some modern polar
explorers!
This is part of our centenary programme
of events to celebrate 100 years of the
Scott Polar Research Institute.
Drop in for free.
This year you can even get a delicious
hot drink or snack from the Rural
Co!ee Project

Ice on the Move
Tuesday 10 March, 6pm – 7.20pm
From slippery solids to liquid lakes, join
Dr Neil Arnold for a whistlestop
introduction to glaciers and ice sheets.
There will be an optional 20 minute tour
of the Polar Museum at the end.

This event is part of the Cambridge
Science Festival. Find out about more
events.

This event is part of the Cambridge
Science Festival. Find out about more
events.

Book your place from 11am on Monday
10 February.

Book your place from 11am on Monday
10 February.

A NOTE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Celene Pickard
Executive Secretary of The Friends
Dear Friends,
Wishing you all a very Happy SPRI Centenary Year 2020!
We look forward to seeing as many Friends as possible at our special
events for the year, commencing with our rail journey aboard the
'Robert Falcon Scott' on 21 April. Please see the details enclosed.
Please note that myself and John Shears will be away to the Ross Sea
until 23 March, so please hold o# on any queries if you can, until then.
However, urgent enquiries should be directed to the SPRI o"ce on
01223 336540.
NEW FRIENDS - A very warm welcome is extended to all new members.

Best wishes,
Celene

Our thanks to Argos
Froyanes whose generous
sponsorship make Polar Bytes
and Polar E-Bytes possible
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